ABSTRACT. Every countable transitive model M of ZF (without choice) has an ordinal preserving extension satisfying ZF, of power MnO/i" An aPPucation t0 infinitary logic is given.
C (w<w)" is dense if (Vjc G (<o<w)") (ly E D)(\/i E n)(x(i) C y(i)). D C (o<w)<w is dense if (V* G (o«")«")
Qy E D)(y/i E dom(x))(x(/) C y(i)).
Fix a countable transitive M (= ZF. An x E (cou)n is M-generic if for all dense D C (cj<w)" with DEM, (3y E D)(Vi E n)(y(i) C x(i)). An x E (ww)w is M-generic if for all dense D C (<o<w)<w with DEM, (3y E D) (vz G dom(y))(y(i) c x(i)
). An x C cow is M-generic if any finite sequence of distinct elements of x is .M-generic, x is infinite, and (V.V E co<w)(3z E x) (y C z). Let Ma be the sets in M of rank < a, for all a E M. For sets x, let Ma(x) be given by M0(x) = TC({x}), Ma+1(x) = {y: y E Ma or y is first order definable over (Ma( For / G w, we will define y0, • • •, yr. Take i0 = 0, ^0 = x0. Suppose y0,' • •, y¡ have been defined, and each y¡, x¡ are finitely different. Let i¡ = k, and set E = {r I k + 1: r E Df, dom(r) > k}. Then F C (w<tJ)fc+1 is dense. By Lemma 2, (.y0, • • •, yk) is Af-generic, and so let s G F have s(i) C x¡, i < k. Take t E D¡ with s C r. Let t = (t0, • • •, ip), Ä < p. Define vk+1, • • •, y so that t¡ C jf and y¡ differs finitely from jc,-, for k + 1 < i < p. Set i/+j =p. Proof. This is well known.
Lemma 6. If M(x) \= ZF, y E M(x), then M(y) |= ZF.
Proof. This is well known. Proof. Let M be a countable transitive model of ZF, y C co", where y is M-generic. The question of whether M(y) (= ZF is absolute. Hence if we can show that "M(y) |= ZF" holds in some Boolean extension of the universe, we will have shown that M(y) (= ZF is in fact true.
We show that "M(y) \= ZF" holds in any Boolean extension of the universe is which y becomes countable. Argue as follows in the Boolean extension. By Lemma 1, y is the range for some M-generic x G (cou')u\ By Lemma 5, M(x) \= ZF. Since y G M(y), by Lemma 6 we have M(y) (= ZF. We are done. Proof. Left to the reader.
Lemma 8. There is a perfect tree such that any finite sequence of distinct infinite paths is M-generic.
Proof. For each / we will define a set T-C u>k, for some k. For / = 0, set T0 = {< >}. Suppose Tj has been defined, T¡ C cjk. Suppose / is odd. Set 7}+1 C cok+1, Tj+X =(sU {<jt, />}:
Suppose / is even, Tj C u>k. Let / = 2m. By Lemma 7, we can take Tj+1 C to9, some q > k, so that (Vs G 7}+1)(3r G 7})(r C s), (Vs G 7})
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(31 E Tj+ j )(s C t), and every finite sequence of distinct elements of T+ x is m + 1-M-generic.
Finally, let T be the set of all s G co<u; such that for some t E (J/ T¡, we have s C t. It is easily verified that T is a perfect tree. Let x., •* •, Xt, be distinct infinite paths through T. Choose / odd, q E co so that F C co9, and the x¡ 1 q (which of course must be in 7^) are distinct. Then (xx 1 q, • ' •, xk 1 q) is «7-M-generic, where / = 2m + 1. Since / may be chosen to be arbitrarily large, it is clear that for each m there is a q such that (xx t q,
Corollary.
If M is a countable transitive model of ZF, then there are M-generic x C co" of power 2^, and hence x C cow of power 2" swc« r«ar M(x) \= ZF.
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 1 and Lemma 8. Let an be of the set of multiples of the «th prime. It is clear that {an : 0 < «} C P(co) is independent. Let /: co -*■ co be one-one onto.
By transfinite recursion, we define sets Afa, B? and functions f¿, g?, for all ordinals a, all one-one onto /: co -*■ co. Below it will be convenient to suppress the superscripts. Bear in mind that 0 is a nonlimit.
(1) fo=So= f> A0=B0 = co.
(2) 4 + 1: w -*■ Aa + l is 8iven °y /a + l(n) = {«*&)'■ k 6 flJ-(3) Aa + X = {y: (3n)(fa+x(n) A y is finite)}.
(4) Ba+X = {y:yEAa+x}. _ (5) ga+x: co ->Fa+j is given by ga+x(n) = fa+x(n).
(6) Ax is the set of all functions g whose domain is the nonlimits y < X, such that g(y) E By, g [ p E Aß for limits p < X, and for some n, £(7) = gy(n) for all sufficiently large y < X.
(7) /x: co -* ylx is given by fx(n)(y) = gy(n), for all nonlimits 7 < X.
(8) Bk = {[A] n^Ae AJ.
(9) gx: co -* Bx is given by #"(«) = [fx(n)] f\ Ak.
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We now let Ca, Da, for a < coj, be any transfinite sequence of countable sets obeying (a) C0 = D0 = co.
(b) Ca+X is the closure of some infinite independent subset of V(Da) under finite symmetric difference.
(c) Da+X ={x:xECa+x}. (d) Cx is a set of functions « with domain the nonlimits y < X such that (i) «(7) G Dy, (ii) h T ju G CM, for limits p < X, (iii) (\/g, h E Cx) (g ~ h or g/h), (iv) if g E Cx, h has domain the nonlimits 7 < X, «(7) G Dy, h 1 pECß for limits ju < X, and h ~ #, then A G Cx, (v) (3x C Cx)(x infinite & (Wg, h E x)(g ± h -* g/h)).
(e) Dx = {[f] n Cx:fECx}.
We now fix 5 < coj, and show that for some one-one onto /: co -► co, we have A^ = Ca, Z?£ = Da, for all a < 8. It is convenient to assume that S is a limit.
Let us call a class ZC of functions fm ¿J,, a < 8, special just in case there is a fc such that I. Each f'a, g'a is a one-one finite partial map from co into Ca, Da respectively.
II-ia-fa *£ 0} contains only finitely many nonlimits.
III. f'a(n), g'a(n) are undefined if n > k.
IV. For each n, {a: g'a(n) is defined} is either finite or the union of a finite set with {a: a < X}, for some limit X < 8.
V. If fa(n) is defined, then f'Jn) E g'a(n) E Da, for a # 0.
VI. /o -g0-VII. f'x(n) is defined if and only if g'Jn) is defined for all a < X. If f'K(n) is defined, then fx(n)(y) = gi(»), for ah nonlimits 7 < X.
XI-If /á+i 9* 0.then ii(m) is defined for all m < fc For classes ZC, ZC* of partial maps f'a, g'a, a < S, K* extends K if every f'a or ¿>a °f K is contained in the corresponding fa or g'a of ZC*. We also let "K + fa(n) = y", or "K + ga(n) = y", for « G co, a < 8, be the extension of K obtained by just extending the domain of fa, or ga, as indicated in the expression.
Call K weakly special just in case there is a k such that I-VIII hold. Lemma 1. Let K be weakly special, m E co, 0 < a < 8. Then for some y, K + ga(m) = y is weakly special. If a = 0, then for some y, (K + ga(m) = y) + fa(m) = y is weakly special.
Proof. Assume g'a(m) is undefined in K. Let rx, • • •, r be a one-one enumeration of the arguments r at which /^+1 is defined in K, with m E ar; let sx,-' -, sq be a one-one enumeration of the arguments s at which f'a+x is defined in K, with m £ as. Take * -(O /á+iv*,)) n (1TKA, -/á+iM) • By I, clearly x is infinite. Let y E x, where y is not in the range of g'a in K. Clearly ZC + ^(m) = J is weakly special if a + 0, and (ZC + g'a(m) = 7) + /á(m) = y is weakly special if a = 0.
Lemma 2 Zivery weaW^ special K can be extended to a special K*.
Proof. Let K be weakly special. Let ax, • • •, ar be an enumeration of all a < 8 such that fa+l ¥=0 in ZC. Then apply Lemma 1, r(k + 1) times, to define the g'a(m), all «1 < k.
Lemma 3. Let K be special, m E co, a < 8. Then there is a special K* extending K such that g'a(m) is defined in K*.
Proof. First apply Lemma 1. Then apply Lemma 2.
Lemma 4. Let K be special, n E co, a < 5. Then there is a special K* extending K suchthat fa+x(n) is defined in K*.
Proof. By Lemma 3, let K' be special, K' extending K, so that g'a+x(n) is defined in ZC'. We may assume ga+l(n) = x in ZC', and fa+x(n) is undefined in ZC'. Clearly x E Ca+X. Let y = {r: ga(r) is defined in ZC' and r E an}, z = {s: ga(s) is defined in K' and s £ an}. Let w E x be such that y C w, z n w = 0. Let K" = K' + fa+x(n) = w. Then ZC" is weakly special. Choose a special ZC* extending ZC" by Lemma 2.
Lemma 5. Let hx,''m,hr be functions such that each particular one is either finite or finitely extends an element of some C ,p a limit < X. Assume their domains are contained in the set of nonlimits 7 < X. Assume the above applies to g, except that < X is replaced by < X. Assume Rng(#) n Rng(«f) = 0 for all i. Let x E Dx, hx, • • •, hr £ x. Then (3hE x)(g C « & Rng(«) n Rng(h¡) = 0, for all i).
Proof. By induction on limit ordinals X. Let X = co. Choose any h* E x. Clearly g is finite, and each h¡ is either finite or eventually disagrees with h*. There is an n so large that Dom(g) C «, and (Dom(h¡) C « or ht(m) ¥= h*(m) for all m > «). Take h(m) = h*(m) for m > «; h(m) E Dm -U,-Rng(A,) for m < n, m fc Dom (g); and «(«7) = g(m) for «j G Dom (g).
Then h E x with the desired properties.
Suppose we have shown the lemma for all limits X' < X, all g, hx,• • •, hr, x. Now fix g, «j, • • •, hr, x as in the hypotheses. Choose any h* Ex. Let ß < X be so large that Domfe) C ß, and (Dom^.) C 0 or h¡(y) =¿ «*(7), all nonlimits ß < 7 < X). We can assume X > co, and that ß is infinite. Let ß = X' + p, p E co, X' a limit < X. If £ t X' G Cv, then take «(7) = g(y), for 7 G Dornig); «(7) = h*(y) for 0 < 7 < X; and «(7) E Dy -\J¡ Rng(h¡) for X' < 7 < X' + p and 7 £ Dom(g) (where 7 is always a nonlimit).
If g r X' £ CKi, then g r X', /ij t X',***, «r t X' satisfies the hypotheses of the lemma for X'. Hence by induction hypothesis, choose g C g* E Cx, so that Rng(g*) n Rng(«;) = 0, for all i Finally take h(y) = g*(y), 7 < X'; h(y) = h*(y) for 0 < X; and «(7) G Dy -\J¡ Rng(«f) for X' < 7 < X' + p (where 7 is always a nonlimit).
Lemma 6. Z,er hx," •, hr be functions such that each particular one is either finite or finitely extends an element of some C ,p a limit < X. Assume the above applies to g, except that < X is replaced by < X. Assume Rng(g) n Rng(«f) = 0, for all i Let /!",•••,/*, be a nonrepeating sequence of limit ordinals < X, 0 < s, and assume that xQ, • • •, xs are such that Xj E £>M., and ht T Pj Ç. Xj. Then Lemma 7. Let K be special, n E co, X a limit < 8. Then there is a special ZC* extending K such that fx(n) is defined in ZC*.
Proof. By Lemma 3, let K' be special and extend K, so that g'x(n) is defined in ZC'. We may assume g'x(n) = x in K', and /¿(«) is undefined in ZC'.
Let k be as in the definition of ZC' being special. Then n < k. Define h¡, for j < k, i # n, to be the partial function on X given by «,-(7) ■=* g'y(i), in ZC', for nonlimits 7 < X. Let g be the partial function on X given by g(y) -g'y(n), for nonlimits 7 < X. Let p0, • • •, ps list, without repetition, all limits p < X suchthat (3i')(g¿(i) is defined in ZC' and /¿(/) is not). It is easily seen that g, («,->, (pj), <Xy> obey the hypotheses of Lemma 6 for X. Hence we can choose « such that h l p;-G Xp g C h, and Rng(«) D Rng(f,) = 0, for all z.
Let ZC" be the same as ZC' except that /^(«) = h \ p, g'Jri) = [h \ p], g'y(n) = «(7), and /0(«) = «(0), for limits p < X, nonlimits y < X, in ZC".
Then K" is weakly special. It should be noted that to verify condition VIII for ZC", one uses condition IX for ZC'.
Finally set ZC* to be any special extension by ZC", by Lemma 2.
Lemma 8. Let K be special, y E Da, a < 8. Then there is a special ZC* extending K such that g'a(m) = y in ZC*, for some m G co. (5), (7)- (9) are clear. We now establish condition (6). Suppose that g has domain the nonlimits y < X, with g(y) E Dy, g t p E CM for limits p < X, and g(y) = gy(m) for all sufficiently large y < X. Let g* = fjrn). Then g*(y) = gy(m), all nonlimits 7 < X, and g* E Cx. Hence g G Cx, since g ~ g*.
Suppose conversely that g E Cx. Since gx is onto, let m, g* be such that fx(m) = g*, g* ~ g. Then £* G Cx, g*(y) -gy(m), all nonlimits 7 < X. Hence g has domain the nonlimits 7 < X, with g(y) E Dy, g t p G C*M for limits ju < X, and #(7) = gy(m) for all sufficiently large 7 < X. We are done.
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Lemma 9. Let E be a set partitioned by {En}, 0 < n, and let Fn,0 < n, be a collection of functions with domains En, whose ranges are, for fixed n, mutually disjoint. Assume that co < |F0|, \Fn\ < \Fn+x\. Then there isa set G of functions with domain E, such that fEG-+ftEnEFn, \G\= U \Fn\,
and for each n, there is a Gn C G of power \Fn\ suchthat (/#£&/, g G Gn)
Proof. Left to the reader.
Theorem 3. There are sets Ca, Da, a < coj, which obey (a)-(e), such that icy--u)j-a«.
Proof. We will construct sets Ca, Da, a < coj, obeying (a)-(e), such that \Ca\ = |Z>a| = 3a, and for limits X' < X, there is a subset of Cx of power 2X> such that any two distinct elements disagree beyond X'.
Suppose the Ca,Da have been so defined, for a < ß. Define Cß+X to be the closure under finite symmetric differences of some independent subset of ?(Dß) of power 2ß+ x, and Dß+X to be the set of equivalence classes of elements of Cß+X under finite symmetric difference. Now suppose that the Ca, Da have been so defined, for all a < X < coj. If X = co, take E = co, En = {«}, and Fn = {/: Dom(/) = En, Rng(/) C Dn}, and choose G according to Lemma 9. Set Cu = {g: Dom(g) = co and / ~ g for some / G G}. Take D" = {[g]:gE CJ. Now assume that X = p + co, some limit p. By an argument using Lemma 9, similar to the case X = co, it is easy to construct Cx, Dx of power 3^, preserving (a)-(e), such that there is a subset S of Cx of power 3^, any two distinct elements of which disagree byond p. Suppose X' < p. Then there is a subset T of CM of power 3 x,, any two distinct elements of which disagree beyond X'. By combining 5, T we get a subset of Cx of power 3x,, any two elements of which disagree beyond X'. This evidently holds for any limit X' <X.
Finally assume X is a limit of limits. Let X0 = co, X" < X" + j < X, 0 < n, and lim" X" = X. Take E to be the set of nonlimits < X, and En to be the set of nonlimits X" < y < X" +1. Let F'0 be any infinite subset of Cw any two distinct elements of which have disjoint ranges. For 0 < n, let F'n be any subset of Cx of power 3 x any two distinct elements of which dis-agree beyond X"_j. Finally, take Fn to be the restrictions to En of elements off;.
It is clear that Lemma 8 applies to E,En, and Fn. Let G be the result of applying that lemma. Take Cx = {g: Dom(g) = E, G(y) E Dy, g t pE Cß, all nonlimits y < X, limits p < X, and (3/ G G)(f ~ g)}, Dx = {[g] : g E Cx},
Then Cx, Dx preserve (a)-(e), and have power 3 x.
Assume X' < X. Let X" < X' < X"+1. Through use of the Gn+X C G of Lemma 9, we see that there is a subset S of Cx of power 3X , any two distinct elements of which disagree beyond X"+1. By induction hypothesis, there is a subset T of Cx of power 3X,, any two distinct elements of which disagree beyond X'. By combining S, T, we obtain a subset of Cx of power 3^r any two distinct elements of which disagree beyond X'. Proof. This is standard. 4. Hanf numbers. In Barwise [1] it is shown that the Hanf number of LA is 3^n0n, for all countable admissible sets A. Is this theorem true for all admissible A with countable A n Onl
We had answered this negatively by showing that for any countable admissible set A, there is an ordinal preserving admissible extension B such that the Hanf number of LB is > 3^ n0n. Furthermore, B can be taken to be the least admissible set B D A with x E B, for some x C cow depending on A. The proof had no connection with the methods introduced in this paper. The proof does not construct B (= ZF.
Leo Harrington has shown, by an application of the methods introduced here, that every countable transitive model M t= ZF has an ordinal preserving extension N |= ZF such that the Hanf number LN is greater than a +. (Also, if t= ZF is replaced by admissibility.) This is an easy consequence of the following.
Corollary
2 Let M be a countable transitive model of ZF, and suppose x is the closure, under finite symmetric differences, of some infinite set of functions on co that are mutually Cohen generic over M. Then M(P(x)) H ZF.
Proof. The proof is the same as that of Corollary 1, except that the combinatorial lemma of §2 is replaced by: the closures of any two countable atomless Boolean algebras of subsets of an infinite set, under finite symmetric difference, are isomorphic. 
